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Tavern in Belgravia (please contact Martin
or Tim if unsure of a particular socials location). They will be held on:
• 5th July

Editors
Note:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Six months later and LWRG news is back
again—and its even on time!
This issue contains a reports from a wide
variety of our volunteers and only one report that had previously appeared in Navvies (though its been amended to thank the
correct people for being zone leaders—I
should always get people to proofread everything I do! We also have the minutes
from the AGM (slightly abridged as a lot of
the agreed dig dates have changed slightly
since then) and some letters to the editor !

2nd August,
30th August
20th September
11th October
25th October
8th November
22nd November
13th December (Xmas social)

Finally I would like your views. What do
you think about our levels of recruitment
and retention? Do we recruit enough? Do
we keep enough of those we do recruit?
Should we be trying to recruit more actively? Or are we just fine how we are?

In addition there is a lovely report from Martin on the LWRG presence at Canalway
Cavalcade; proving that you don’t have to
dig up canals on the weekend to join
LWRG.

These questions stem from my gut reaction
to Mk2’s interview in Navvies. He believes,
if I have interpreted him correctly, that WRG
is populated by those who started young
and stayed. This I agree with. But then he
adds that he doesn’t think we do that any
more. Personally I don’t agree with this
part of it. I can think of many younger
WRGies who started young and are staying
(we just haven’t had enough years to prove
it yet!) What do you guys think?

Below is the updated dig dates list. The
LWRG van will not be available for either
the July or August digs. Martin has provided some information on page 2 about
the three newly confirmed venues (in italics)
on the next page.

Helena Howarth

Socials are usually in London in the Star

Confirmed 2011
Dates

Canal

Leaders

16/17th July

Cotswold Canals: Eisey Lock

Sophie Smith and
Helena Howarth

13/14th August

Wilts and Berks Canal: Seven Locks
(with KESCRG)

Ed Walker

10/11th September

Chesterfield (Half-AGM)
Lichfield Canal: Tamworth Road (with
WRG NW)
WRG Reunion / Pete Redway
Memorial Basingstoke Canal
Somersetshire Coal Canal

1/2

nd

October

8/9th October
rd

22/23 October
th

5/6 November
th

19/20

th

November

3/4 December

Paul Ireson
WRG NW to lead
Centrally Booked
Pete Fleming

Cotswold Canals: Inglesham

Sophie Smith

Chelmer and Blackwater
Wilts & Berks Pewsham (LWRG KESCRG
party)

Helen Dobbie
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KESCRG to lead

Newly confirmed dates:

15/16TH JANUARY
2011 (CHELMER AND
BLACKWATER)

10-11 Sep: Chesterfield.
Work: building a brand new lock in
Staveley. So new that when I saw it a couple of weeks ago it was just a concrete
foundation pad. This summer's canal
camps will be working on building the upper wing walls, and hopefully by the time
we get there they'll be on to putting up the
main chamber walls. This could become a
regular haunt for us in the future as they
seem to need about 20 new locks building
eventually! Transport available in the van
from London.

Judging by the date it must have been the
first Lwrg dig of the new year!
What with the normal phone calls about getting the keys and “what time will you turn
up”, to “I need fish and chips”, Friday was a
typical Lwrg dig night. We arrived at the pub
got the keys off of Helen (aka the Purple
Fairy), went to the fish and chip and got our
tea, got to the school and ate fish and chips,
as others appeared sorted beds out then
went off to the pub.

22-23 Oct: Somersetshire Coal Canal.
Work: don't really know yet (although I
wouldn't be at all surprised if we're doing
some kind of clearance / scrub-bashing
work), but the canal runs through a quiet
rural valley not far from Bath with superb
Somerset scenery (and superb Somerset
beer) so I'm sure it will all be marvellous.
It's our very first visit to this canal, where
there's an active canal society that's been
trying to preserve what's left of the canal
for some years and is now starting to think
about opening it up for boats in the future.
We won't have our van for this one, so
we'll need volunteers with vehicles who
can bring the tools and catering kit down.

Peace was shattered as the buggers come
back from the pub and the toaster was in full
swing: nothing like Marmite on toast to help
the beer go down. Only one bottle of beer for
me, got to keep my figure you know! Then it
was feed dog, walk dog and go to bed.
James foolishly volunteered to cook breakfast, silly man, he cooked a mighty good
breakfast, but Maria helped with the porridge. I have suffered James porridge before
the results were not good, don’t think the
toilets will ever be the same again???

5-6 Nov: Cotswold Canals (Inglesham).
Work: probably a big scrub-bash on the
section of canal above the lock. We've got
KESCRG joining us too (although I gather
a few of their regulars can't make it) so it
could turn into a really big scrub-bash.
Transport available in the van from London.
Martin Ludgate

We were off to Paper Mill lock for the first
day on site for me, for nearly 9 months,with
Lwrg. Oh so long. The work was easy a bit
of digging and then throwing in scalpings
and then use a wacker plate. Easy!
The mound of scalping was the size of 80
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tons, bl**dy huge, we started as Lwrg always does........ like bulls in a china shop.
Digger in and make the cuts that are suppose to be down 4 inches. Is that Male or
Female 4 inches, Gordon was uncertain???

By the time we got back to the hall with the
car etc, some had already gone to bed
(Lightweights) we decided it was too late to
go to the pub so waited for the rabble to
appear and so they did, a few had more
drinks but soon enough the snoring was in
full flow, Tim, Martin, Nigel, Adrian and a
couple of others that I can’t be sure of. A
sound I had missed for so long??
Sunday morning dawned and as eager as
normal, we were early on site (thats cr*p,
we are always late, what went wrong!) We
started working hard and during the morning I asked what time is it. Someone said
10 to, so I agreed tea break in 10 minutes,
as we sat down enjoying our tea someone
said it was 10 o’clock. I looked at the person who had totally confused me, threatened them with the loss of the wedding
tackle, soon after started work, I afraid as a
Lwrg leader for the weekend I can honestly
say it was bl**dy hard work and everyone
was suffering we had, shock horror, another tea break during the morning and
then lunch break, but everyone was knackered, so we finished on site by about 3pm
and headed back to the accom a very
knackered bunch of Lwrgies. We believe
we moved about 50 tons of those bl**dy
scalpings.

By the end of play Saturday everyone felt
as if they had had a good day on site,
flexed their muscles either shovelling
scalpings , levelling or digging holes for
scalpings. One site was finished and a very
fine job was done, not that I am biased or
anything but under my leadership it went
smoothly and calmly as normal.
As for the other site, they were working at
the side of the cafe and they did have a
very large area to work, but as normal they
cried and the A team were there to support,
and as always to save the day! (who wrote
this load of Bo**ocks). With the extra people the area was finished and by the close
of the day we had gone through the gate
and were making the path better on the
other side. We then left site, tired but
happy, good job done finish off tomorrow
easy!!!

Back to the Hall where Maria had tidied up
and it was a case of pack the van and
cars, last tea and coffee and then make
our way home. I was supposed to be driving to Burton that evening but had to ask
someone else to drive because I was
knackered!
A few days later pictures were circulated
showing were we had
worked and the fresh floods
that had happened, looks
as if all our work is still in
place, and no damage.

Maria had cooked Lasagne
and it went down well with
a pint and garlic bread.
Everyone went to the pub
but Maria and I had a special call to make and collect
something very important to
me, the middle Diff for my 6
wheeler, I had threatened
Maria that I would take it to
bed so I could caress it and
fall asleep dreaming of off
roading, in my little car
again.

I would like to thank everyone who turned up and
worked so hard on both
days including the locals
(including Wendy), and for
Maria cooking.
Moose
Images: Tim Lewis
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of rubble and stockpile it at the head of the
lock near the field entrance. Some of the
rubble was in large lumps that required
breaking up, the sight of Helena complete
with hangover wielding a 10lb sledge hammer was quite frightening!

5/6TH FEBRUARY
2011 (EISEY LOCK)
Eisey lock is continuing to be our most
popular venue if this dig ably organised by
Paul Ireson is anything to go by. 20 (very)
odd people gathered on the Friday night for
a good old natter, unfortunately the landlord
of the Rat Trap decided that a late night
was in order which made for a very giggly
London
WRG
news
editor! It
was
nice to
see a
couple
of new
faces
too.

Just in case we didn't have enough work to
do a large tree had been blown over the
night before next to Rucks Bridge, the Canal Trust had organised a chainsaw operator to log up the tree and RAF Martin, Alan,
Tim, Rachel and Gary moved the logs to
the Trust's store and had two enormous
bonfires to get rid of the small stuff. When I
say that we took all the logs to the store it
was noticed that Gary's truck was remarkably low on it's springs!
Whilst mentioning Gary I must protest at
the amount of micky taking he has to suffer
and would ask that we only keep it up for
the foreseeable future :-)
Yet another task was to start taking materials over to Inglesham lock, Ed and Nigel
were tasked to take a trailer full of Heras
fencing, we did not however tell them to
bust one of the tyres of the trailer in the
process.

The accommodation for the weekend was
again Stratton scout hut which unfortunately
is slowly degrading to such a state as to be
unusable, it didn't help that we had to wait
for some very muddy scouts to leave before
entry, its not very often that we have to
clean a hall before we take it over.

On Sunday Bungle turned up with another
trailer which we were to transport some of
the rubble we collected from around the
lock to Inglesham to build an access road
onto the work site. We couldn't get the
trailer onto site so we formed a good old
fashioned brick chain to load it.

The main work for the weekend to demolish
the bottom offside wing wall and bottom
gate recesses as well as to prepare the
bottom nearside wing wall for brickwork.
Demolition of the offside wing wall required
the quite enormous coping stones to be
removed, after digging a trench behind
them sleepy Dave showed us his prowess
on the Tirfor to roll them over. David and
Richard then went at the brickwork with a
relish that I have not seen in a long time!

All in all it was an excellent weekend with a
great bunch of people, we achieved an
incredible amount of work, the lock is looking more finished every time we visit.
I will finish with a couple of notable sayings
from the weekend:

On the gate recesses we gave
Adrian a Kango
hammer and told
him not to stop until
they were demolished, we did let him
stop for tea though.

“Get me a chair and I'll
stand here all day” - Gary
“That's a lovely lunch box
you've got there Jon” Helena
Tim Lewis

Another task was to
clear the locksides
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26/27TH FEBRUARY
2011 (INGLESHAM)
I drove down to Watchfield Village Hall and
joined the group in the local pub, the disco
was blasting out of the other end of the pub
but I think my dog Sally’s singing is better
than the pub’s karaoke! RAF Martin went
back to the hall just after half past nine to
pick up the keys after the bingo finished
and most of the late arrivals decided to stay
in the hall rather than listen to the disco
(causing some puzzlement at the pub that
no-one else was arriving). By about ten to
midnight the pub goers decided to return to
the hall, unload the food for breakfast and
lunch, eat toast and eventually go to bed.

One of the first jobs was to move some
snowdrops that were at risk; these were
dug up with plenty of soil and carefully
stored on a large piece of cardboard. The
tirfors were set up despite the LWRG tirfor
having a kinky cable; and lots of tree
stumps were ripped out by their roots.
Adrian used Blue to uncover the top of the
coping stones on the offside of the lock so
that the levels can be checked. Unfortunately it was not possible to find the extent /
level of the culvert that should be used as a
start point for the levels because the culvert
floor seemed to be endless.

Paul got up early to cook breakfast and
everyone else got up around eight o’clock
to eat it, amidst noises of approval and
thanks to the cook. There was a fairly leisurely making lunch and sorting tools and
vehicles in the hope that it would stop raining. Having given up on the weather everyone journeyed to site where it continued to
rain on and off all day (in fact all weekend).

After lunch the fires started to really work
with the result that Ed (the weekend leader)
had to stay and supervise one of the fires
for about an hour and a half. Unfortunately
for Suzie and Nigel, they could not return to
the accommodation until Ed was ready to
drive them back! Also, there were numerous complaints from Moose about the coffee being in the back of Ed’s new Landover
on site while he (Moose) wanted coffee at
the accommodation!

I may have had the fastest accident on site
since I put my hand in my coat pocket and
stabbed my finger on something left from
the last time I wore that coat, within five
minutes of arriving on site.
RAF Martin showed everyone around the
site including hiking down the canal in
search of a supposed fallen Poplar, after
everyone else had given up and returned to
the main site, Martin returned with the information that the tree was fifty yards further
on. Do we believe him? ☺

RAF Martin did his best to fall in to the
stream alongside site while sawing up a
large branch hanging over the water, but he
did not manage the ultimate photo opportunity! Leaving Ed in charge of the fires we
made a convoy of a red van, two cars and
two four-by-fours back to the accommodation.
In the process of creating a wonderful dinner including one hundred and twenty
meatballs, Sophie managed to set off the
fire alarm although she waited until I was in
the shower!
Before enjoying dinner we did the AGM with
the new or relatively new people watching
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on in some bewilderment. Once we were
all full of spaghetti, tomato sauce, meatballs, garlic bread and trifle some of us
went down to the much quieter pub where
one of the regulars asked us who was responsible for cooking because they could
smell the garlic on us!

At lunchtime Helena also discovered after
twenty-five years on the planet that she does
like bananas! Sophie and Graham left early
but discovered it was difficult to leave site
without a wrg key, Moose now has an idea
for getting more work out of volunteers!

Since we had been told we had to be out
of the accommodation by nine o’clock on
the Sunday morning Ed had asked Tim to
make breakfast for eight o’clock. As we
sat down to eat a man walked in to the
main sleeping room and started producing
band equipment from under the stage.
Apparently the band was due to turn up at
nine o’clock but their equipment was usually set up the night before. There followed
controlled chaos as wrgies got dressed
and packed around the gradually assembling band equipment.

Ed having asked me to move the contents of
the Really Useful bag into the new Really
Useful box, I then spent most of the afternoon sorting brick kits. Apparently when
flinging stuff in the back of the van in a hurry
it is easy to mix up Brick Kit 1, Brick Kit 2,
Brick Kit 3 and the Really Useful Kit. I also
noticed that putting the identifying number
on the front or back face of a bolster is not
long-sighted, since the front and back faces
are the ones scraped in normal use while
the angled sides escape relatively unscathed.

All hands on deck got personal and lwrg
gear packed away, lunch made and
packed and people loaded in the van.

Having stopped adding wood to the fires at
half past three, we were able to leave site by
five, finishing fencing off the site as we left.
Once we returned to the accommodation,
due to clearing everything up in the morning,
it was only necessary to wash up the lunch /
tea things, finish packing the catering kit,
sort and dispose of the remaining food and
pack the van.
Elanor Napier

Martin L started
driving the van to
site only to be
flagged down half
way there by RAF
Martin who had set
off before us but
left his bag in the
hall. Having established we did
not have said bag,
RAF Martin returned to the hall
to find that the bag was going to site in the
back of Ed’s Landover. For some reason
this detour made him seriously late to site.

Images: Alan Lines and Time Lewis

If WRG had a photography competition I believe this photo of a
Rainbow over the Roundhouse at
Inglesham by David Miller would
be the winning shot!! However
why don’t you e-mail me with any
other photos you think are better!

Due to the way the fires were established
on Saturday, they restarted fast on the
Sunday enabling three people to move and
dispose of the scrub cut down by David in
an awake mood. The scrub bashing,
stump pulling and by-wash excavating
continued all day with Helena discovering
an extensive collection of bottles through
the ages. Blue was driven down into the
canal just above the lock and dug sludge
from the base of the lock to create an earth
bund / access route across the canal,
above the lock.
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of weeds and reeds there were! Alan disappeared to fetch his strimmer and provided a nicly trimmed towpath and bank as
well as initiating Chris and others on its use.

19/20TH MARCH 2011
(HEREFORDSHIRE AND
GLOUCESTERSHIRE)

Pete took to the boat and did sterling work
on the off-side reeds. We dynamically risk
assessed his work in the shallow water.

We were 11 young and not-so-young men
spending a very sunny weekend near Hereford in Yarkhill Village Hall with its famous
wood stove. There were stories of avoiding
the roadworks on Birdlip Hill near Gloucester which set the conversation topic for the
weekend.

Martin and Chris had gone on van driving
practice and returned with supplies for dinner – a tasty spag boll c/o Chris with the
delicious spag al dente. We now awaited
pancakes and the conversation returned to
our transport system, particularly the overground parts of the underground railway in
London and the non-circular aspect of the
Circle line. An innocuous question “When
were the motorways built?” took us up the
“new” M1 to Crick and back down it to A
roads improved. Then further throughout
the network as building progressed through
the ‘60s. They even built the Ross Spur
M50 over the H&G Oxenhall tunnel!

Duly breakfasted on provender supplied via
Alan-Useful-Lines, (Sleepy Dave waiting
for breakfast!) we were ready early for giving the canal at Aylestone Park a wash and
brush up. Adrian and Martin L manned the
machines for dredging some clay by the
slipway and trimming the banks. Stop
planks were removed and the pump started
to reduce the water level.

Post pancakes (it is possible, Frank!) a contingent went to the Cross Keys pub near the
canal at Withington, for Otter ale
(reasonably well travelled according to
Dave).

The rest of us
pulled weeds and
reeds from the
canal and heaped
them on the side
for removal via
trailer and Adrian’s
landy the next day.
And what quantity

Thank you everyone for an enjoyable weekend and all the hard work in polishing the
canal at Aylestone.
Martin Danks
Image: Alan Lines

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
It was my birthday on the last dig (Chelmer in June)
so we had a birthday cake at tea break on Sunday.
Here Pete is seen employing 'the right tool for the
right job' to hold his slice…
In addition, I am indebted to Liz Wilson for pointing
out that if you put ‘barge Haybay’ into Google Maps
it sends you to Chicago. Which might explain why
we didn’t have quite such a huge turnout as usual
on the dig. “What’s that, you couldn’t get here because you’re ill?” “No, because I’m in Illinois…”
Cheers
Martin
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extra person is needed and you find you
have a truck tyre, or something similarly
sized, others more people are needed.

9/10TH APRIL 2011
(BCN)

This year several of the larger team efforts
resulted in motorbikes and large sections of
fencing emerging from bridge holes. Other
more unique finds were the base of a trailer
and a railway track maintenance trolley.
However the triumph of the weekend had to
be the 16 shopping trolleys chained together
from a Quik Save the locals say stopped
trading 5 years ago!

Ahh, the joys of the BCN (or the Birmingham Canal Navigations for the uninitiated)!
It’s almost enough to make you think that
fishermen aren’t all that crazy after all.
There is a certain satisfaction after all to
throwing ones grappling hook as far across
the waterway as possible, of hearing the
splash as it drops into the water and then
slowly drawing it back in. There is also the
sense of anticipation as, whilst pulling the
rope back, you feel a slight tug – is there
something there? Nothing comes of that
throw but you cast again; aiming for the
same spot and hoping for a better bite.
This time it catches and you pull harder,
eventually you feel movement and bubbles
emerge!

The trolleys may also have been in the canal
the longest. Who knows – everything looks
the same covered in BCN slime; the smell of
which still hasn’t come fully out of my coat
some 3 months later! Every year is different,
yet some things are certain – Nigel will get
the first trolley, you will smell terrible and
Moose will volunteer as a zone leader. All
else differs though as its impossible to determine what objects someone will have felt
belonged in the cut. This year our novel
feature was a TNT lorry tipping off the motorway and depositing several tonnes of
paper into the canal the night before (and
they had the temerity to want it back)! Who
knows what next year will bring?

What could it be? For a single person pull
the ubiquitous “carrier bag full of canal
sludge” is the most common answer,
closely followed by “tree branch” but it is
the rarer finds the WRGies are after – the
shopping trolleys and tyres, jeans and tshirts, the prams and bicycles! Yet these
are still not what pulls us in – it’s the one
off finds that are the real draw for the solitary grappling hook fisher. This year these
rarities included an electric burco, and a
calor gas bottles from one person pulls but
the true finds were those where you got
your grappling hook firmly attached and
pulled, yet nothing happened.

Even the evening activities back at the accommodation can afford some level of mystery. I have never before witnessed a crocheting lesson on a dig nor had to go
through a door stating “Beware forklift trucks
in operation” to go to the bathroom! Another
novelty was the sheer number of sleeping
rooms to choose from and the real possibility
of getting lost between your bed and the
toilet. Apart from this it was a lovely accommodation and one to which I would happily
return – and I hope others will too.

Here the camaraderie of WRG is at its
best – friends and strangers up and down
the canal bank abandon their solitary work
and come to your aid. Some pull on your
rope, others try get their own purchase on
your mystery object. Sometimes just one

Helena Howarth
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Buckby Can
prize has been
returned to its
rightful place in
our trophy cabinet. More to the
point, the
cheque which
comes with the
prize, together
with the earnings from our
‘canal name
game’ tombola
stall (which
despite the
windy weather
didn’t actually
threaten to take
off like it did
last year), plus a raffle that we ran as part
of the boaters’ quiz on the Friday evening,
added up to about £350. We’ve decided to
split it half-and-half between London WRG
and the Inglesham Lock Appeal.

30TH APRIL/2ND MAY
2011 (CANALWAY
CAVALCADE)
Shiver me timbers, m’hearties, avast behind, splice the mainbrace, belay there ye
scurvy knaves, tis for Lit’l Venice we do be
bound… Sorry, I can’t keep this up any
longer, I’m going to have to go back to normal English…
The theme for this year’s IWA Canalway
Cavalcade rally at Little Venice was
‘London – a waterways island’. With something of a reputation to live up to (and a
small matter of retrieving the trophy for best
decorated boat which was cruelly snatched
from us last year), we set about coming up
with an alternative interpretation of this
phrase for our entry in the pageant of boats.
Apologies for anyone expecting anything up
to the standard of our entry from about five
years ago when we had a bunch of cannibals cooking a human head over a cauldron
for an event with a theme of ‘steaming
ahead’. (‘steaming a head’, geddit?)

So well done to everyone who helped with
the tombola and decorating the boat, to my
co-owners of Fulbourne for letting us make
a mess of the boat again, and also to everyone from London WRG and IWA who
helped at Canalway Cavalcade, whether
with Liz’s site services crew, Bungle’s technical stuff, Alan and the waterspace team,
or any of the other volunteer jobs that go to
help make the
event such a success.

Anyway I’m afraid ideas as bad as that
don’t come up very often so we settled for a
fine ‘Treasure Island’ idea, courtesy of
Richard Cool. With our crew dressed as
pirates (hence all that shivering of timbers
above), a treasure chest labelled
‘Inglesham Gold’, a plank (as in ‘walking
the…’), treasure maps on nb Fulbourne’s
cabin sides, yo ho ho and a barrel of rum,
we could hardly lose, could we? Well actually, I’m not sure there were actually any
other boats in our class in the competition
anyway, so quite possibly we couldn’t!

Martin Ludgate
PS why are pirates
called pirates?
Because they
aaaaaaarrrrr!

Anyway we didn’t lose – the Ray Dunford
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21/22ND MAY 2011
(EISEY LOCK)
We were all set for a busy weekend at
Eisey Lock when we found out from the
news that the world was set to end right in
the middle of our dig. Apocalypse was predicted for Saturday 21 May 2011, which
really bollocksed up our plans for cracking
on with those wingwalls on the Sunday.
Further investigation showed to dig leader
Nigel’s chagrin that the elect would be
swept up into heaven before the apocalypse got underway. “But how many people
will there be for breakfast?” he cried in dismay. Luckily a brief chat in the pub on Friday evening revealed that none of the
WRGies present considered themselves to
be among the Saved, and many confessed
they usually spent their Sundays mixing
concrete rather than attending church.
Hopefully we would have enough hands left
for a course or two before the rest of us
were swept into the fiery pit. Paul Ireson
nobly offered to cook us all breakfast on
both mornings, which will probably buy him
a place in heaven.

between the stones by the paddle hole.
Really it was a shame that it was all about
to be demolished by the great fiery holocaust of the end of days, especially as the
lock is now cheeringly close to completion.

Saturday came and lo! We beheld that the
End Time was foretold by the coming together of three Rachel's and three Martins
in an unholy double trinity swathed in red.
Other signs included a shower of bacon
and sausages (courtesy of Alan Lines and
his black market meat contacts) and a local
couple *ahem* making best use of their
remaining time on earth in the children’s
playground behind the hall.

After site we returned to Kempsford where
we were the first WRG party to stay at the
village hall. This was pretty good accommodation, being clean and of fairly high standard with a decent sized kitchen. Bathrooms were very basic with only one tiny
hand basin but I wouldn’t be sorry to return
here for my summer camp should the universe survive until then. Showers were to
be had a short drive away at a rugby club
where the standard was not high. The girls
were only spared a severe scalding by the
ingenious use of a coat hanger. You’ll have
to use your imagination to understand that
situation.

We found Eisey
sunny, windy
and covered in
yellow flag
irises. Wildlife
included a king
fisher, great fat
tadpoles swimming in the
chamber and a
vociferous nest
of baby birds
hidden within a
narrow crack

We decided to ignore the imminent Armageddon and carry on regardless. Brickies
got started across multiple areas on both
sides of the main lock chamber. A small
party also set to work separating the huge
piles of bricks at the containers end of site.
Red bricks were delivered to the brickies at
work, whilst the blue bricks were set aside
for back fill at a later date. There was also
some heroic coping stone activity with
many restored to their rightful places.

Anticipating the rapture to begin with a tremendous earthquake at midnight, we enjoyed a last meal with homemade bramble
wine and an enormous pineapple upside
down cake. We were getting to know a few
new faces including “The Americans” (Mo
and “Marmite” Martin) and Aaron, all of
whom seemed to fit in well and enjoy their
last weekend on earth. The pub was only a
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brief walk through the pretty village, passing
a thatched cottage, and was approved by
all. A large and cheerful crowd made it to
the pub for several drinks before The End.
Unfortunately we were all too tired to greet
the four horsemen and fell into bed before it
all kicked off.

ers for joining a dig there later in the year. I
was also cheered to see the rhubarb was
recovering from its unfortunate strimming at
Easter and there is hope of some crumbles
for volunteers on camps this summer, if we
are all spared til then.
Praise be to Nigel for being a calm leader,
RAF Martin for supervision, Paul for cooking breakfast twice, and all newbies for being good sports. We’re also grateful that we
were all spared to complete the weekend,
suggesting God may also be taking just as
much interest in getting those wingwalls
done as we are.

We all awoke on Sunday morning with
headaches, no doubt the result of our brush
with the apocalypse. Baffled to find the
world still existed, we nonetheless resolved
to press on at Eisey lock until the Valkeries
arrived to tell us otherwise. One minibus
went off to inspect Inglesham, our next project, where RAF Martin did an excellent
introduction and sales pitch for anyone who
hadn’t yet seen the site. There was a great
deal of enthusiasm amongst the newcom-

Sophie Smith
Images: Tim Lewis.

Pig and Gig (June
2011):
Whilst not an official
event the Nic Bennett’s annual Pig and
Dig is a well attended social event.
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3/5TH JUNE 2011
(CHELMER AND
BLACKWATER - AKA
MARTIN’S BIRTHDAY
DIG)
I arrived at 9am, Helen shortly after. Mick
gave me the keys for the Land Rover,
which I gave to Roy as he passed me. I
took my bedding to the Haybay, then returned to my car for my site kit and picked
up my remaining bag. They were waiting in
the van by then, so I threw it in the back
and got in. Nigel and Chris went in one of
their cars and followed us.

warmer and weedier in the approach to the
lock. Now having my accommodation bag
with me really paid off, as I had a towel and
dry clothes to get in to. The others dried off
as best they could.

A weird country route later and we were at
Sandford Lock. Our task was to make the
hedge grow better. Clear out the weeds,
straighten up and water hedge saplings and
put chippings down.
Tim went with Roy in the Land Rover and
trailer to get the chippings from Wharf Road
not far from Springfield Basin (the end of
the navigation). Everyone else got on with
the weeding. Richard seemed to like the
weeding the most. Lots of canoes went
past. Tim and I took turns in going with Roy
to get the chippings. Every time I returned
from a chippings run the others were on a
break!
Helen persuaded Martin, Paul and I to go
swimming in the navigation. Dave took
some photos including Paul as ‘Wot No
Spud’. It was pretty cold in the bywash, but

I had a nice shower as soon as I got on
board the Haybay and then helped chop
salad.
It was really windy on the back deck so
Peter and Tim took the barbeque to the
Maldon side of boat to light it. It got going
really quickly and Martin was soon able to
cook the very tasty chicken. Then burgers,
sausages & beef, pepper and mushroom
kebabs were cooked and we were ready to
eat.
Martin had also prepared a trifle. Tim lit
Martin's cake candles after fighting with the
kitchen shutters. They kept swinging open
each time he closed them! Everyone was
stuffed so the carrot cake was left until tea
break next day. We all went to the pub, but
the heat of the day had knocked the energy
out of us all and I think no one managed
more than 2 pints there. We were all in bed
shortly after 11pm.
On Sunday it was similar work, except Mike
drove the Land Rover and we swapped
sides of the road. Paul found some strimming to do, until he found a hidden mooring
pin with the sharp end. Nigel found some
mowing to do. I had to leave early to attend
my sister's birthday picnic, but I assume the
work continued until it was finished. It was
a great weekend with two birthdays for me
to celebrate. Roy was pleased with our
work
Adrian Crow
Images : Dave Miller
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Quiz:
No-one trusts in my ability to create a solvable
puzzle so Paul has kindly
provided the below
quiz—though its not very
canal themed.
Perhaps for next time
someone could develop
one to name all the pubs
on the LWRG t-shirt!
1. An angry monarch at
Eurostar Terminus
2. Make 'em sick
3. Monks with dirty hands
4. A road with a betting
shop
5. Ecological vicars
6. Richard Whittington's
des.res.
7. Charred quercus robur
8. Elton's old Club
9. Forest at the end of the
line
10. 1760 yards finish
11. This place was a riot
12. Cockney rabbit 'ole
13. Woof, woof

14. Created a valley
15. A mound of dyslexic
mosquitos
16. She was not amused
17. An American setting for
English comedies
18. Where a Frenchman
met his end
19. An old place to roll
your own
20. A place to Live and Let
Die
21. Would you find a
branch of Lloyds bank
here
22. MC shoeing horses
23. Baber and Balmoral
24. Emirates Owners
25. Non alcoholic lager
26. Could this be where
the chief executioner
lives?
27. Tea Party at the big
house
28. Catches a rabbit by a
stream
29. Heidi's house
30. Anyone for Tennis?
31. Regal open space
32. Labours card game
33. A university city with a

big top
34. Is Karl Marx's grave a
communist plot?
35. Elliptical
36. Flockwatcher's flora
37. Chelsea's house by a
stream
38. A lucky number of
nuns
39. Where you cultivate
calcium carbonate
40. Car Manufacturer
41. An ancient throughfare
42. Dutch Enclosed Lawns
43. Duffy's song near Little
Venice
44. Gabriel
45. Seat of government
46. Doctor Foster practices
here
47. Is this station falling
down?
48. TV school
49. A scottish throughfare
50. Obelisk

(Answers available on
demand from the editor)

son, Anne Searing, David Miller, Richard Thomas, Pete Fleming, John Hawkins, Hamon Stewart, Sophie Smith,
Graham
Turnbull, Frank Wallder, Dave
Hearnden, Maria Hearnden, Paul
Ireson, Adrian Sturgess.

LONDON WRG AGM:
26TH
FEBRUARY 2011
Attendees – Tim Lewis, Elanor
Napier, Ed Walker, Suzie Walker,
Nigel Lee, Helena Howarth, Martin
Ludgate, Alan Lines, Martin Thomp-

Digs (see page 2—reorganised
since the AGM)
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ton about designing the decoration.
Volunteers are also needed for running
the Tombola stall on Sunday and Monday, Maria Hearnden will book the stall
space.

Tools / Kit – Pudding bowls, plates,
food tongs, lidded boxes for china,
plate bags, log lifting tongs, rigger
gloves. First aid kits and helmets to be
checked tomorrow. New tirfor cable
(Ed Walker to investigate).
Volunteers – Recruitment going well
and attendance at weekends is good
but new recruits still to be encouraged.
If someone is leading a summer camp
please tell the new volunteers about
London WRG.
Canalway Cavalcade – Liz Wilson
has taken over organising volunteers
for this festival (including the days before and after the weekend). Liz has
appealed for more volunteers.
NB Fulbourne is to be moved to the
festival site the week before the festival weekend and
is to be decorated for the festival, the
theme is to be discovered and Suzie
Walker will speak to Richard Worthing-

AOB – The IWA National Waterways
Festival has been moved to the end of
July. The Welsh Waterways Festival
needs volunteers at Neeth and Tenant
on 28th, 29th & 30th May.
London WRG will be getting a page on
the IWA website, Sophie Smith will
write the content and Helena Howarth
& Dave Hearnden will do the training
and maintain the page.
Design still needed for Lwrg sandwich
boards – Sophie Smith to discuss with
Dave Hearnden. Contact details
should be collected from volunteers –
Tim Lewis & Dave Hearnden to progress.

Elanor Napier

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Following the problems with the puzzles in past editions of
your publication, I wonder if readers might appreciate an alternative?
I have devised two join-the-dot games
for readers to enjoy. Hidden within the
numbers are two common pieces of
site kit. Can you tell what they are?
Both puzzles are suitable for Navvies
of any age, intelligence or stage of intoxication.
Best wishes,
Sophie Smith
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LondonWRG Co-ordinator:
Tim Lewis
5 Herongate Road, Wansted, London,
E12 5EJ
london@wrg.org.uk
078 0251 8094

Enquiries:
Martin Ludgate or Lesley McFayden
35 Sylvester Road, London, SE22 9PB
martin.ludgate@wrg.org.uk

London WRG News Editor
Helena Howarth
43 Celandine Ave, Locks Heath,
Hampshire, SO31 6WY
hmhowarth@hotmail.com
07916
8180 6336
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Who to contact:

